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CARDIOGENIC SHOCK 

•  Low cardiac output 
•  Decrease in left/right ventricular function 
•  Increase in preload (liver failure) 

•  Low arterial pressure 
•  Decrease in vascular responsiveness to vasopressor 
•  Decrease in organ perfusion pressure 

•  Myocardial ischemia 
•  Low coronary perfusion pressure 

•  Compensatory tachycardia 





POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH 
VASOPRESSOR 

 
•  Excessive increase in afterload 
•  Further decrease in flow 
•  Excessive increase in peripheral resistances 
•  Further decrease in perfusion pressure at the organ level 

•  Risk of ischemia exacerbation 
•  Excessive tachycardia 
•  Increase in MVO2 

•  Decrease in diastolic time  

•  Cellular increase in calcium  
•  arrhythmias 



VISIBLE/INVISIBLE EFFECTS OF 
CATECHOLAMINES 

Pre/post load and frequency dependant parameters 
•  Increase in heart rate. 
•  Increase in arterial pressure/afterload 
•  Variable effects on cardiac index/SVO2 
•  Variable effects on pulmonary pressure 
 
Less visible parameters 
•  Intrinsic cardiac function 
•  MVO2 

•  Calcium load 
•  Heart structure 
•  Immunologic 



CATECHOLAMINE INDUCED 
CARDIOMYOPATHY 

•  Pheochromocytoma, acute emotional 
stress, intracranial bleeding, head 
trauma, ischemic stoke. 

•  Acute medical illness including sepsis. 
•  Exogenous catecholergic agents  
–  inhaled beta-agonist, epinephrine, 

amphetamines, cocaine 



MECHANISMS 

Stimulation of adrenoreceptor in the myocardium 
•  Local release of NE by sympathic nerve terminal directly 

innervating the myocardium +++ 
•  Diffusion of circulating catecholamine from the coronary 

circulation 
•  Differential effects of NE and E 
•  NE is inotropic and lusitropic at  low and high concentrations  
•  E increases inotropism at low concentration and decreases it at 

high concentration 
•  Explained by a different action on beta-2 receptor 

•  Both Gs and Gi Pathways are stimulated by E and only Gs by NE 



NOT ONLY ADRENORECEPTOR BINDING 

•  Catecholamine induced 
deleterious effects through 
oxidative mechanisms 
– Oxydation leads to aminochromes 

and free radical production 
–  Intracellular calcium overload  
– Myocardial cell damage 

(contraction band necrosis) 



THE QUESTIONS? 

•  Which vasopressor? 
•  Alone or in combination with inotropes? 
•  Mean arterial pressure level?  
•  Cardiac index/SVO2 level? 
•  Monitoring? 
•  Timing and indication : vasopressor versus ECMO? 



CARDIOGENIC SHOCK 
HEART AND VESSELS : A 

DIFFICULT COUPLING 



OLD 
QUESTIONS, 
NEW ANSWERS? 

•  An old question 

– An old question… 
– Aviado and Selzer and 

Rytand concluded 
that more definitive 
studies of these agents 
in man were needed 
in order to permit their 
rational clinical use 
(1959). 





EPINEPHRINE VERSUS 
NOREPINEPHRINE 



RAVENS 









NOREPINEPHRINE IS AN INOTROPE 



NOREPINEPHRINE AS AN INOTROPE 

MAP  
65 mmHg 

MAP 
85 mmHg p= 

Heart rate 
(bpm) 102 +/- 8 105 +/- 7 p > 0,05 

CI (l/min/m2) 2,3 +/- 0,4 2,8 +/- 0,3 p < 0,05 

CPI 
(watt/m2) 0,38 +/- 0,03 0,58 +/- 0,04 p < 0,01 

SVO2  (%) 73 +/- 2 79 +/- 2 p < 0,05 





THE NEW PARADIGM 













THE FRENCH RECOMMANDATIONS 

•  Norepinephrine is the vasopressor of choice 
•  Epinephrine is a therapeutic alternative but is associated with 

tachycardia,  hyperlactaemia and arythmia. 

•  Continuous monitoring of cardiac output and SVO2 
are mandatory 
•  Use of Swan-Ganz catheter or transpulmonary thermodilution 

•  MAP between 65-70 mmHG (more might be 
discussed) 
•  NE could be associated to dobutamine 
•  Always discussed an increase in vasopressor versus 

an increase in pure inotrope 
•  Always discuss to switch for ECMO 


